
GBR 2019 – Behind The Scenes 

The 2019 Green Belt Relay from lead car no. 1 

 

Saturday 7:30.  Start: We arrive at Hampton Court.  It’s quiet and empty – a couple of eights on the 

river and one or two dog walkers.  After the months of preparation (mainly by Alex, who has been 

dealing with entries, t-shirt orders, hotel bookings etc.) and a week of course marking it’s funny to 

be here in the calm.  The medics are already there and the timekeepers Keith and Mike arrive soon, 

as do Alan and Liz Pemberton in their gorgeous MG.  Paul Clarke turns up with his motorbike ready 

to take pictures of some of the stages – it’s hard to capture the sheer scale, fun and furious pace of 

the GBR and if anyone can, it’s Paul. 

 

Yesterday evening I was feeling fairly relaxed, as for once I’ve had time to do most of my course 

marking beforehand (been on the road for 5 straight days this week, not the usual 2-day slog) and 

I’ve got Alan and Liz to help check the marshals, so it should be easier than usual, shouldn’t it?  But 

then late last night poor Roy had to pull out of the timekeeping team for a family emergency and 
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we’ve had to reshuffle everyone, so it looks like it will be the usual relentless rush.  We’ll figure it out 

but we’ll miss Roy. 

The runners start arriving at about 8am.  I recognise the team captains and some of the runners, and 

there’s a growing buzz of excitement as everyone gets registered.  We swap Google locations with 

the first aid drivers so that we can all see where we are in case of trouble, and Alex does a swift 

trade in Caution Runners boards, t-shirts and stuff.  Then we’re lining up and briefing the runners – 

Queen’s Park get there at 8:28! – and we’re off.  The big cheers, the charge onto the bridge, then 

everyone’s gone, just like that. 

We, however, don’t even make it across the start line.  One of our first aid cars hits one of the 

bollards before it’s fully down and punctures a tyre.  The whole medical team are onto it like a 

Ferrari F1 pit team - within seconds they’ve worked out who does what, within minutes they’ve put 

the spare wheel on and set off, and barely an hour later they’ve even managed to get the broken 

one fixed – impressed with the quick thinking and also the generosity of the tyre company in Staines 

(Universal Tyres). 

 

 

Saturday 8:45. Stage 1: We stop at Walton Bridge barely ahead of the runners, where Ealing Eagles 

have got their water station set up and know what to do.  We then pass Elmbridge’s marshalling 

stop at 5.6 miles, then head up to Chertsey Bridge where Ranelagh’s absurdly picturesque water 

station is getting set up. Quick chat and then we head to Staines, where we’ve got an awkward bit of 

illegal parking (Alex says it’s not illegal if you leave it in gear…) to lay some sawdust to the final bit of 

towpath. 
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Saturday 9:42 – Stage 2: We indulge ourselves by staying to see the start of stage 2, where Queen’s 

Park are marshalling the bridge and BeaRCat are the finish marshals for stage 1.  We see the stage 1 

leaders as we’re heading back to the car, then off through Runnymede and a quick stop at 

Elmbridge’s water station at 3 miles.  I then realise I’ve missed a critical marshal point through 

Datchet, so we have to stop and do it ourselves – me guiding runners across a junction and Alex 

doing the water stop further down.  That was silly and now we’re getting behind, while I’m also 

getting reports of trouble at the Little Marlow changeover, so am phoning them while also trying to 

marshal.  I’m pretty sure Pioneers will be in place on Eton Bridge, and we’ll just have to trust that 

26.2 finish marshals and the timekeepers will be in Boveney because we won’t have time to check.  

One runner is wheezing quite badly from all the pollen – Alex checks she’s OK and calls ahead to the 

finish medics to check. 

 

Saturday 10:37 – Stage 3: We miss the start on this and we also don’t get a chance to see HWW, 

Serpentine or Ealing at their marshalling points because we have to get to Little Marlow – I’ve been 

on the phone to the organisers to get the hell over there and open up.  I’m grateful that David Clarke 

has stage 3 well in hand because that’s a railway crossing that we absolutely must check.  We get to 

Little Marlow where the gates are only open thanks to Stragglers’ Phil Davies blocking them with 

traffic cones, but we’ve now got it open and timekeepers Merran and Jim (stage 3) and Pat & Alan 

(stage 4) have the whole thing well in hand, along with finish line marshals Burgess Hill.  Phew. 
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Saturday 11:50 – Stage 4:  As usual 26.2 have set up their exemplary water station and road crossing 

at 3 miles – we stop to say hello, then we’re off to Booker.  Sue is in place for the changed section, 

then Serpentine get to their spot literally the second the lead runner gets there; I’m glad their other 

team have confirmed they’re in place at 4.7 miles because that’s a must-have and we’ve run out of 

time to check.  We’re don’t need to check Dulwich or Thames’s spots in West Wycombe because 

they’ve confirmed already,so we head to Downley to sawdust in front of the school barely a minute 

before the runners.  British Airways are well set up at 10.3 miles, then we’ve got one tiny last bit to 

do – up the hill to Great Kingshill and need to put some sawdust showing the turn to the finish.  

Someone has already removed the arrow I’d put up just 3 days before so it’s good we replaced it.  A 

lightning quick hello to Pat and Alan at the finish line, and to marshals from Front Runners, then a 

drive around the cricket field to stage 5.  One day we’ll get time to see the cactus show here, but not 

today.  We’re remaining mostly calm here but Alex insists on me eating my packed lunch and 

drinking some Ribena before I start going wobbly. 

 

Saturday 12:50 – Stage 5: Off past Team Bushy’s road crossing down the road to the Stock 

Exchange’s usual position at 2 miles – they’re sitting with their sandwiches and greet us with a 

“cutting it a bit fine this year Peter!”.  I jump out and assemble my fold-up bike to mark the fields 

down to Little Missenden while Alex drives there.  This is always a brief moment of real fun – flying 

down the crest of the hill and chucking sawdust down.  The Misfits are marshalling into Little 

Missenden and we have a quick chat before heading off again.  We’re just about in control now – off 

to Dulwich’s stop at Shardeloes to put some sawdust to the path out of the cricket club, through 
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Amersham old town to see Serpentine, then a quick check of the absolutely must-have road 

crossing, which Sandhurst have already got well in hand.  The lead runner is going so fast that 

Clapham Chasers get to their crossing at 7.1 with little to spare and then we hit traffic, so now we’re 

barely ahead of the runners – when we pass Queen’s Park at Bell Lane we’re about 5 seconds ahead.  

Front Runners have got Latimer Farm well under control as have Clapham Runners in Flaunden, 

while Sue Waters and Beckenham have some quite long stints on the last bits of this mammoth 

stage.  We find a Stragglers car which has lost its way and guide them into Chipperfield. 

 

 

Saturday 14:04 – Stage 6.  We drive straight through Chipperfield towards Kings Langley before I 

realise I haven’t checked the Stragglers road crossing at half a mile – I get on the phone to Simon 

Webb and Simon Brazil who are walking down there and try to stay calm while it sounds like they’re 

lost.  They get there with a bit of help from a local cyclist and we’re all set (and it’s a bloody good job 

we helped them find Chipperfield in the first place).  Sandhurst and Burgess Hill are well on top of 

their usual crossings in Kings Langley, so then we’re out into the country; Alex stops the car in 

Hartshall Lane and I just have time to draw a big chalk mark on the road pointing to a hidden path 

before another car comes along.  Then we go to see Havering 90 at 4.7, which is one we’ve worried 

about because of runners’ tendency to hurdle the barrier into the busy road; Denis is well on top of 

it as ever, as are Ranelagh at 6.1 and HWW at King Harry Lane.  The finish marshal in St Albans is 

David from Kinapse who actually had to pull out of the event but has nevertheless turned up to help. 

 

Saturday 14:55 – Stage 7.  I don’t know why, but marshals always miss the road crossing at 0.8 miles 

where the entire field suddenly hurtles across a quiet-ish road; we’re there to cover it and it doesn’t 

take long.  Then the runners are on the Alban Way for a while and we’re off to Hatfield.  We get to 
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the critical road crossing at 7 miles and we’ve got an agonising decision to make – do we carry on to 

mark the woods section at 8 miles, or do wait for Front Runners and risk the chaos of everyone 

getting lost in Commons Wood?  We carry on to the woods.  This Perfect Storm then gets even 

tougher when we get a call from an injured runner on the Alban Way, which is a worst-case scenario 

for first aiders because it’s hard to get to.  I go off to mark the woods, and by the time Alex picks me 

up at the other end she’s already been in touch with the medics and they’re sorting it out.  We then 

get to BeaRCat’s water station at 10 miles but it’s on the wrong side of the road, so we help them 

cart it all over – well done to them for quick reactions because the lead runner comes through at 

least 4 minutes ahead of expected time.  Then it’s off to Letty Green where I’m just in time to high-

five the winner as he crosses the line, with Ealing doing the finish line marshalling.  Woo hoo!  We 

made it through a tough bit. 

 

Saturday 16:00 – Stage 8.  Stages 8 and 9 are easier for us because there’s little marking and David 

Clarke does most of it.  So we’ve got time to breath, go to the toilet and soak up the atmosphere.  

We head off down the Lea Navigation – Ranelagh and Pioneers are marshalling in Hertford town 

centre, and Chasers at Amwell End, and all seem in control.  Burgess Hill are doing the water station 

at 7.8 – this is a long stage without much respite and the water stations are essential.  We stop to 

see the changeover at Dobbs Weir where Hillingdon are the finish marshals.  It’s a bit crowded but 

everyone seems happy.  I’m just starting to dream about dinner when a Whatsapp message pops up 

from Chrissie, our Stage 10 and 11 course marker – she’s had a terrible time getting through the 

crops on stage 11 and posts up a picture of her bike in the aftermath; we checked this a couple of 

weeks before but as Alex points out (in true farmer’s daughter fashion) that stuff grows 2 inches 

every day.  I’ve got a contingency plan in mind but we won’t have much time.  Arrggh. 

 

Saturday 17:00 – Stage 9.  We’re down a little lane near Cheshunt meeting John Nall, a Straggler 

who lives there and who does our water station.  I’ve never met him before so it’s great to see his 
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smartly organised towpath setup and get a quick photo – we rely on the kindness of so many people.  

Queen’s Park are doing one further down the towpath and British Airways are marshalling around 

Enfield Lock – David has checked them and it’s a horribly easy place to go badly wrong.  We don’t 

have time to check Sandhurst’s tough road crossing at 8 or Chasers spot at 9.8 but they’ve confirmed 

they’re in place, so then it’s up to High Beach in the depths of Epping Forest and The Misfits finish 

marshal spot. 

 

Saturday 18:00 – Stage 10.  It’s got really chilly at High Beach and is threatening to rain.  Sue has 

stepped in to timekeep with David, freeing up Alan to help us marshal, and Alex is dishing out 

emergency supplies of flour to mark start/finish lines.  This stage is so hard to follow it’s actually 

been sawdusted twice in the past 24 hours  by me, Chrissie and Mark.  Ealing’s team are there to 

steer the field around the first couple of tricky turns.  Frank’s Clapham Runners are on top of the 

tough road crossing at 1.3, and Beckenham notify me early of theirs at 2.2, while Alan is helping 

Chasers at the must-have junction at 3.3, so we can get on.  A quick check of Serpies in Epping, SEAC 

at 5.7 miles and Ranelagh at 6.3, then a drive-by check at Waverley’s finish position in Toots Hill.  I 

need to get to High Ongar and work out what the hell we’re going to do about the crops, preferably 

before the runners get there. 

 

Saturday 18:45 – Stage 11.  Not too worried about Stragglers’ marshal points early in the stage, and 

THH are in Chipping Ongar high street, so that’s OK.  We head to High Ongar where we go and have 

a look at the crops – for me it’s very hard wading, but for Alex they’re well above head height and 

it’s just not an option to run through there.  It’s also giving me terrible hay fever.  We jump in the car 

and drive down the road where I suspect there’s an alternative path, but I don’t know if there’s an 
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entrance; we get there and it’s a usable bridleway, so Alex stays there while I cycle back to Ongar 

and brief the 26.2 marshals as fast as I can about the diversion.  They respond really promptly – the 

stage is already underway at this point so there’s really no time to lose.   Serpentine are also 

supporting nearby and help us to warn runners.  The runners arrive, we divert them (and provide 

water) up along the road, and Alex points them into the bridleway and back on track.  It all works.  

Phew. 

The final runner, Alison from Bearcat, comes through and I cycle with her towards Alex; when we get 

there I carry on with Alison while Alex heads off to the finish – we do the long field section, get to 

Burgess Hill’s marshal point at Paslow Farm, head through the junkyard and down the fields into 

Blackmore, past the Stragglers’ finishing points and we’re done for the day.  Alex is helping at the 

finish with timekeepers Bob and Jane, and everyone’s bemused to see two runners cross the finish 

line from the opposite direction, but other than it’s all gone well.  The finish marshal here is 

Stragglers legend Andrew Lane, the man who first told me about the GBR and the Stragglers (and 

indeed Parkrun) back in 2005.  Thanks Andrew, I think! 

 

Sunday 8:00 – Stage 12.  We’ve had dinner with the team in the Premier Inn Brentwood and a nice 

cooked breakfast and we’re back on the road.  I’ve finally had a chance to look at the day 1 results 

too and it looks like an upset is on the cards.  No more time to think about that because we’re back 

in action.  Team Bushy are in place at the Mountnessing Windmill before the race has even started, 

as usual, and I’ve asked Alan to do the road crossing at 5.5 miles.  THH are also already in Hutton, so 

we slap a bit of sawdust around the church section (which is falling into neglect and will be changed 

next year).  26.2 are also in place at 9.4 so we’re getting ahead here but I’m getting reports of more 

changeover trouble in Thorndon Park - an irate parkie is upset with us.  I go and find him - he’s a 

typically direct Dutchman, and after a polite “goede morgen meneer, dank uw wel” we’re best 

mates and have swapped email addresses.  Phew.  BeaRCat are in place at the finish to do the water, 

so we’re off again. 
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Sunday 9:00 – Stage 13.  Stagglers are there at the first road crossing so we head off, but can’t see 

the marshals at 1.7.  I’m worried because they’re also supposed to be at 2.3 and both are needed, so 

Alex heads there and enlists some passing Chasers to help.  The runners pass through at 1.7 and I 

again find myself accompanying Alison from BeaRCat to find Alex.  We’ve plugged a gap there but as 

a result we’re a bit behind the race again.  But we’ve got Alan and Liz today to help so it’s easier, and 

Burgess Hill are in place for their one at 5.5.  We haven’t got time to see the timekeepers or The 

Misfits at the finish and it’s straight into stage 14. 

 

Sunday 9:40 – Stage 14.  Team Bushy have the early stretch of Pike Lane sorted out, where runners 

charge out through a narrow gap in a hedge into a narrow road.  Front Runners are on top of their 

road crossing at 2.3 and David Clarke is looking a bit bedraggled from having had to wrestle with 

some undergrowth marking through the nature reserve.  We’ve got to get to 3.3 miles which Sue 

was going to marshal but now can’t, having stepped into the timekeeping breach.  We’re doing that 

and suddenly I’m getting more reports of trouble at the next changeover – the gate into Davy Down 

is locked.  Alan Mawdsley (our permissions guru) somehow seems to be following all this while being 

on holiday and sorts it out.  We can trust Thurrock Nomads and Serpies for the rest of this stage 

because we really really need to get to Stage 15 and make sure that the new bits are covered.  Over 

the QE2 bridge and barely 2 minutes ahead of the game – it’s a good job the traffic is OK this year. 
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Sunday 10:40 – Stage 15.  Burgess Hill are there to guide around the first pavements, as are Stock 

Exchange at Pilgrim’s Way, so we check in with Havering to triple-check that they’re sending runners 

the opposite way from previously at 1 mile.  Elmbridge are doing Powder Mill Lane but we need to 

get on because there’s a pile of fly-tipped gravel blocking the way at 2.4 miles and we want to guide 

runners over it. This is a lot easier because Thames are well on top of their new point at 2.6 miles, 

and ditto Ranelagh (and Alan and Liz) at 3.3.  We’ve got a bit of time at last and it’s loads of fun 

watching every runner climb over the gravel.  A quick check of Serpentine at 4.6 miles, then we do 

another bit of impromptu marshalling at Franks Lane.  Ealing are doing a new water station on the 

long final section in Farningham, while Pioneers are at the finish in Lullingstone.  We’ve got yet 

another irate park manager at Lullingstone to deal with – messages from management never seem 

to get through here.  The timekeeper wants me to come and smooth it over but we just need to 

keep moving. 

 

Sunday 11:30 – Stage 16.  Alan and Liz have gone on to check the critical parts of this so we’re 

feeling a bit more on top of the race here.  We miss Dulwich and BeaRCat’s early road crossings and 

see Front Runners guiding people through Otford, then BA around 4.8, and then a series of tough 

road crossings around 5.5 miles which Serpentine are marshalling with calm assertiveness.  There’s a 

call out for assistance from Queens Park at 7.5 who have run out of cups for their water stations - 

Alan deals with this one.  Sandhurst are at the 10.8 road crossing looking confident, as are Chasers 

marshalling the hills into Tatsfield.  Stragglers are at the finish station with the timekeepers and 

making friends with the owner of the café there, who is doing an unexpectedly good day’s business.  

We’re getting desperately hungry at this point and are tempted by the café but we need to move on 

again. 
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Sunday 13:00 – Stage 17.  Front Runners are at the tricky roundabout at 1.6; they’re new to this one 

so we agree the approach.  Beckenham are at the 3.2 mile water station, and Waverley are at the 4.7 

miles North Downs Way turn, where I’ve done some more chalkwork on the road.  There’s a long 

offroad section here and I’m yet again grateful to my marking team on these bits, Tom and Chrissie, 

because there’s no way I’m in any fit state for another 2-mile steep run.  We miss out Ranelagh’s 

station at 7.6, Chasers’ stop at 8.7 and Ealing’s finish station because they’ve told us they’re OK, and 

we finally get a chance to grab some food and refuel the car.  The finish is getting closer but there’s 

still plenty to do. 

 

Sunday 14:00 – Stage 18.  I marked most of stage 18 on Friday, which I nearly left until race day and 

am glad I didn’t because I’d have missed it – Alan is having to step in to timekeep again on this one 

so we’re on our own, and we’re also missing Sue (again to timekeeping) who was going to marshal 

the top of Box Hill – I’ve forgotten to change my planning here after the last minute changes on 

Friday night.  We skip Clapham Runners and SHAEF Shifters’ early marshal stops and get to the 

critical Pebblehill Road points run by Burgess Hill and Sandhurst; someone has tampered with the 

direction arrows here and I hope desperately it’s just here and not on the remote bits of the North 

Downs Way – there’s nothing I can do about that now.  We call David Clarke and Tom Reay and they 

and Alex cobble together a water station and marshalling points along the top of the hill while I grab 

my bike and sawdust and mark the route down it.  I enjoy a few minutes of complete peace on the 

crest of Box Hill before the runners start coming down; Elmbridge are marshalling the new finish 

down in Burford Bridge and I follow Andy Wood of Hillingdon AC down to the finish.  I’ve messed up 

a bit by putting the finish in the wrong place - let’s have it in the field next time.  But the new 

changeover seems to work – it’s all a bit cramped, and will be much more so on a sunny day, but it’s 

nothing like the chaos of Box Hill. 
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Sunday 14:45 – Stage 19.  Marshals from 26.2, HWW and Front Runners save me a lot of work by 

notifying me well in time, and Chrissie has done her usual awesome marking job this whole stage 

(and she’s off on holiday later today!) so we don’t have anything to do here.  I usually enjoy the 

barmy West Hanger car park, a place so remote that its postcode seems to cover an area the size of 

Lancashire, but there’s no time to go there this year. 

 

Sunday 15:45 – Stage 20.  We skip directly to stage 20, as I’m worried about the West Horsley road 

crossing and Alan is still timekeeping.  Chasers are there and we talk through details, then we move 

on to the 26.2 spot at 4 miles where they have a big crowd of helpers and a great water station and 

enjoy a few moments to watch the lead runners, including Kevin Price who is making a Stragglers 

win in the Veterans’ category look like a real possibility.  We get to the finish line in time to see him 

finish and he got the V50 record too.  Burgess Hill are there marshalling the finish. Alex finally gets to 

go to the loo (no time for that in the lead car!) and I get into a discussion with Pat about how exactly 

the marshals are supposed to enter results while the timekeepers are busy recording them – I’ve 

been way too vague in the instructions on this.  The basic idea seems to be right, but it needs more 

work. 

 

Sunday 16:30 – Stage 21.  We never see much of the final two stages.  Alan’s gone to check the bits 

where runners briefly leave the Wey Navigation towpath to cross roads, and teams are getting good 

at telling us when they’re in position.  Front Runners have what I suspect must be the course’s best 

marshal spot at The Anchor pub, while Pioneers, Ealing and Hillingdon have the others and Waverley 

are finishing at Walton Bridge.  Alex and I are now turning our thoughts towards the finish – who’s 

won what, what do we need to collect from people, prizes, and how do we get it all done without 

dragging on too much when everyone really just wants to get home. And how big a medal Alex 

should get for putting up with me getting tired and stressed and excited for two days straight… 
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Sunday 17:00 – Stage 22.  Stragglers marshal this one – just need to get people over Hampton Court 

Bridge.  When I ran this one in about 2008 my team’s minibus deliberately blocked traffic to allow 

me a clear run over the road, but these days we don’t allow such daftness.  We get to the Hawker 

Centre where Allan is getting the last stages’ results in – the new system has allowed him a lot more 

time (and even time to compete in a winning team!) and allowed us all to resolve most mistakes as 

we go along.  It’s pretty easy for me to figure out who’s won what and the captains’ meeting is quick 

– it’s done before the last runner is in and we get on to prizegiving fairly soon.  Matt Jones is 

justifiably delighted with his THH team’s win – a record time achieved with a mixed team.  

Serpentine have ended their 9-year winning streak but they still picked up the men’s and ladies’ 

prizes.  Stragglers did indeed win the Vets, with Ranelagh, Front Runners and Pioneers picking up 

second place prizes and race newcomers St Neots winning the famous Toilet Seat.  Alex was the one 

who pushed us to get more category prizes and she was, as ever, quite right. 

One of my final chats is with Simon Webb, captain of the Stragglers team.  He’s had an amazing year 

so far – PBs in the marathon and Parkrun, and now a winning captain of the club’s GBR teams, and a 

very proactive race marshal too.  He’s such an effortlessly funny, successful and talented man it’s 

easy to forget he’s also blind and partially deaf.  How on earth does he do that?  We’ll probably 

award the prize for outstanding athlete to Thames’s James Hoad, but if there was a prize for all 

round amazing brilliance it would go to Simon. 

We head off, keen to get home – Alex’s daughter has more GCSEs tomorrow.  My head is full of 

stuff; I write a thanks note and a summary of the results on Facebook and get a draft of the results 

up on the website, then wake up at 4am in a panic convinced that I need to be at a stage finish in 

Essex.  There are a few more days’ work to clear up, correct results and take it all in, not to mention 

collecting all the stuff, packing everything up for next year and reuniting Clapham Pioneers and St 

Neots with their prizes. 

So that was the 23rd Green Belt Relay as we saw it - this big, improbable, mad race of ours which 

means so much to so many people.  It just keeps getting better and better thanks to the passion, 

camaraderie and brilliance of hundreds of people - when we’ve slept, washed and eaten, we’ll be 

quite happy with it and figuring out what can be better next time. 
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Chasers doing some impromptu marshalling – that kind of camaraderie is what makes this race really work. 


